Wearing Body-Worn Camera

When assigned to wear a BWC, officers shall only use the approved ISSUED:

- External Load Bearing Vest (LBV) carrier
- Internal Body Armour Carrier and uniform shirt
- Outerwear

When assigned a BWC, officers shall only use the approved mounting systems. The approved mounts shall be affixed to the uniform as per the prescribed training.

The following BWC mounts are the approved mounts:

- Single Molle Mount
- Double Molle Mount
- Patch Mount
- Wing Mount
Mounting Locations

Patch Mount

When utilizing the patch mount, the mount must be in the centre of the police patch, securely affixed to the loop Velcro behind the police patch. It is not permitted to place any objects or other Velcro patches under the police patch.

⇒ **Note:** It is not permitted on LBV carriers that have the police patch mounted on the pocket flap to tuck the flap into the pocket. The patch mount must be secured to the wide portion of the loop Velcro intended for the police patch and not the Velcro intended to secure the flap closed.
Molle Mount

When utilizing the single or double Molle mount, the mount must be in the centre of the Molle straps in the top two rows. It is not permitted to place any objects near the BWC that would obstruct the view of the camera.
Wing Mount

The wing mount is intended to be utilized on any outerwear and for officers that choose to wear an internal body armour carrier. When using the wing mount to mount the BWC to a uniform shirt, the wing mount shall be affixed to the centre of the shirt no lower than the bottom of the shirt pockets.

Outerwear
The wing mount shall be utilized to mount the BWC on Service Approved outerwear. The mount shall be affixed to the outerwear as close to the center of the garment as possible or the centre of breast pocket. The BWC shall not be obscured by any part of the outerwear or any other garment worn over the outerwear. The BWC shall be in plain view of the public, other Service members and other first responders.

It is permitted to move the BWC to and from inner and outerwear mounts as weather conditions dictate.

The Senior Officer in charge of the BWC program can approve other BWC mounts for specialized policing functions, training or testing purposes.